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Managing Breathlessness: A Patient’s Guide

Introduction

Breathlessness is an awareness of difficult or uncomfortable breathing. Feeling breathless is a normal and healthy response to an increase in physical activity. However, sometimes people are breathless when they are not exerting themselves, and this can be uncomfortable and upsetting. It is important to remember breathlessness in itself is not harmful and you will recover your breathing.

This leaflet provides some strategies to help with how you think, feel and behave when breathless. This should help you learn how to regain control of your breathing.

The Cycle of Breathlessness

Breathlessness can sometimes lead to anxiety and panic. This can cause you to do less activity and affect how you breathe, causing inefficient breathing, which will only make you more breathless. This can end up becoming a vicious cycle, as demonstrated below.

**Do not** avoid doing things that make you breathless, just take part in activity that increases breathlessness in a controlled way. Use the advice and strategies in this leaflet to independently recover and control your breathing.
Pacing yourself and Energy Conservation

There are several changes you can make to everyday life to help manage your breathlessness;

- Slow down, take your time, do not rush to get the task done before you get breathless
- Pace individual activities, little and often, including mobilising, taking the stairs, washing, drying and dressing. Stop each activity to rest and recover before you become too breathless
- Listen to your body, be aware of your limitations
- Avoid holding your breath. People often do this when bending, taking the stairs, or rushing to get an activity done, but this will make you feel more short of breath
- Plan your day so you don’t try to fit too much in, allow plenty of time to carry out tasks, and prepare by gathering everything you need before starting
- Think about the order in which you want to do your tasks and prioritise. Make sure you complete the most important ones first, and consider spreading other tasks over a few days or asking for help
- Consider sitting down during tasks like cooking and personal care
- After a shower or bath, sit in a towelling robe to dry and rest before dressing
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- Try to wear loose clothing and dress your lower body first as this uses the most energy
- Try not to bend down during tasks. Use long handled aids like a helping hand, long handled shoe horn or a long handled wash aid
- Simplify tasks by using labour saving devices such as electric cooking utensils (electric tin opener or whisk)
- Consider a walking aid to brace shoulders/arms for breathing and energy support
- If going up and down stairs, try putting both feet onto one step, breathe in when standing on the step and out as you step up to the next one. Consider having a chair at the top or bottom of the stairs for resting
- Use cooling therapy, such as a hand held, desktop or floor standing fan, open doors or windows to allow a gentle breeze, or use a cold wet flannel or mist water to the face
- If you are less breathless, you will recover quicker and therefore be less fatigued

Focused Breathing Techniques

The following strategies can be used separately or together to help control breathing when completing activities;

1. Pursed lip breathing – Breathe in gently through your nose, then purse your lips making them into a narrowed ‘O’ shape and blow out, as if trying to whistle or blow out candles. Focus on trying to make the ‘out’ breath longer. You will find the ‘in’ breath takes care of itself. This technique keeps your airways open as you breathe out, allowing your lungs to empty properly, creating room for the next breath

2. Blow as you go breathing – Breathe in before you make an effort and breathe out as you make the effort. This is useful when bending, lifting, reaching, standing from a chair, or each step upstairs. For example, if you bend down to pick something up; breathe in beforehand and out as you lift the item. It may be helpful to breathe out through pursed lips

3. Paced breathing – Pace your breathing to your activity. This is useful during rhythmical or repetitive activities, like walking or climbing stairs. For example, when walking, breathe in for a step and breathe out for the next two steps. You can change the rhythm depending on what works for you. It may be helpful to breathe out through pursed lips
Resting and Recovery Positions

Adopting certain positions can help you take control of your breathing. The positions outlined below help to stabilise your shoulders, allowing your diaphragm more room to move, and making your breathing more efficient.

Sitting

Lean forwards, placing your elbows onto your knees or a table. Pillows or cushions on the table can make it into a comfortable resting position. Alternatively, you can sit upright in a chair with a firm back; rest your arms on the chair arms or your thighs and make your wrists and hands go limp to help you relax.

Standing

Lean onto any fixed surface such as a wall, railing, windowsill or worktop. You can also brace through a walking aid, shopping trolley or long umbrella. Alternatively, you can support yourself by placing your hands on your hips, belt loops or handbag. Try to avoid slumping.

Lying

Lie on your side with pillows to support your head and shoulders. You may also choose to place a pillow beneath your top arm or leg for comfort. Alternatively, sleeping propped up with pillows especially a v-pillow can help.
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Recovery Breathing Techniques
If you are unable to control breathing during activity, stop and rest, stop talking, sit down if possible or use the recovery positions previously mentioned. The following strategies can then be used separately or together to help control breathing when recovering from activities;

1. The three ‘F’s
   - **Fan** – Cool air to the nose and mouth area can reduce the feeling of breathlessness. Hold a small hand held fan 10-15cm from your face. Aim the fan towards the central part of your face around your nose and above your top lip, keeping it still. You may feel better straight away, or you may need to use the fan for 10 minutes or so before the effect is felt
   - **Forward** – Lean forwards onto your arms on a table or wall
   - **Focus** – Think about your breathing and block out any distractions. Focus on breathing out. You will find the ‘in’ breath comes naturally. As you start to feel better, try to lengthen the ‘out’ breath

2. **Pursed lip breathing** (see focused breathing techniques section above)

When your breathing has eased, remain seated/ rested for a few moments before moving again.

Things to Consider

Many people think that feeling breathless must mean they need more oxygen. This is not necessarily the case. Sometimes breathlessness has nothing to do with the level of oxygen in your blood, and oxygen does not always relieve breathlessness.

It is also common for people to feel they will never recover their breathing. Although breathlessness can be unpleasant and upsetting, it is rarely harmful; you will continue to breathe and recover and your breathing will settle.

For both these common thoughts you should try to learn strategies that allow you to think, feel and behave in a more positive way. Some ideas are listed in this leaflet to help you independently recover and control your breathing
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Images reproduced with kind permission from Cambridge Breathlessness Intervention Service.

If you have any concerns or queries regarding your exercise then please ask a member of staff for advice. **You can contact the Therapy Department on 024 7696 6013.**

The Trust has access to interpreting and translation services. If you need this Information in another language or format please contact the Therapy Department on 024 7696 6013 and we will do our best to meet your needs.

The Trust operates a smoke free policy.
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